ABSTRACT. Let l(N, r) be the minimum number of terms needed to express r as a sum of distinct divisors of N. Let l(N) = max{/(N, r) : 1 < r < N}. Then for Vose's sequence {N k }, l(N k ) x y/logN k , improving the result of M. Vose.
and conjectured /(n!) = 0(log 2 n!).
Furthermore, he asked the existence of N satisfying /(A0 = ^(logTV/log 2 A0.
Vose [5] answered the latter question by constructing a sequence {N k } of positive integers satisfying
and currently this is the best bound known for all sequences {A^} of positive integers. Tenenbaum and the author [4] were able to show that for N -n\
In this article, we first characterize a necessary condition for Af to have l(N) = o(\ogN/ log 2 AO and then show the bound l(N k ) = 0(y/\ogN k ) for the Vose's sequence {Nk} can not be improved.
Main theorems.
Before stating results, we establish some notation and terminology. We use the standard notations/ = 0(g) and/ < g to mean that \f\ < Cg for some positive constant C. The expression/ = o(g) means thatf/g -• 0, and/ x g means that/ is of the same order of magnitude as g. As usual, we let log ; denote the yth-fold iterated logarithm. For real *, 1 < x < N, we let d~ (x) 
Proof of theorems.
We start with the proof of Theorem 1. Let r be an integer such that 1 <r<N k .We will construct a strictly decreasing sequence d\ > d 2 
/=i ^
Note that r b -r\>-\ -db<db and ^<1.
We will show that r h < ^/N k with h-b < exp{log 2 ^-/3(log 3 A^-log 2)}. Suppose that n > \fN~k. Otherwise put h -b. Since Z <N k /rb < y/N~k, we let m\ be the unique integer such that
Note that ko <m\ < k. Now by condition (3), we have Thus (i-£m X(^)<^<W^).
Note that db+\ < r b < db. If r&+i < A/Â^, we put h = b + 1, otherwise we repeat the application of condition (3) and produce We iterate this procedure and obtain in a finite number of steps is at most 2 r(A°. Since 2 r(A° > #, we must have T(N) > log TV/ log 2. Now let a(i,N) denote the number of distinct subset sums of i distinct divisors of N whose sum is less than N. Suppose that we can express all r, 1 < r < N, as a sum of at most m distinct divisors of N. Then the maximum number of distinct subset sums we can obtain by using at most m distinct divisors ofN whose sum is less than N is m X>(f,iv). where \/A^-i < i < \fih-Since -log JC > 1 -x, we have which implies that for some constant c
. Then (log*)^ = Hog(3/2) + log(l e(2/3)*)-loge. Thus log* + log(log(3/2) + (log(l -c(2/3)*) -logc)/fc)
^=

ïolp '
Since (log 2 N k -log4a)/2 < logk < (log 2 N* -log 2a) / 2, we have log 2 JV* -log4a + log(log(3/2)+ (log(l -c(2/3)*) -logc)/fc) P~ 2(log 3 N k -log2 + log(l -log2a/ log 2 N k ) and log 2 N k -log2a + log(log(3/2) + (log(l -c(2/3)*) -loge)/*) P-2(log 3 N k -log2 + log(l -log4a/ log 2 N k ) ' yielding log 2 N k -2 log 4a < log 2 N k -log 2a 2(log 3 iV t -log2) ~H-2(log 3 ]V (t -log2-31og4a/21og 2 iV t ) log 2^ < 2(log 3 JV jt -log2)'
Since N k \N k+ \, we may apply Theorem 1 to obtain l(N k ) « exp{log 2 N k -/3(log 3 N k -log 2)} <exp|-log 2 Ar jt + log4aJ 
